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From the heart of our Auckland Central newsroom, and across New Zealand, our 

live coverage of the 2020 general election included a full, five hour video livestream 

and radio show fronted by seasoned broadcasters Heather du Plessis Allan and Mike 

Hosking that ran across nzherald.co.nz, Newstalk ZB, iHeart radio and social media. 

With exclusive interviews, in-depth analysis, data interactives and reporters live from 

the field, our coverage showcased NZME's ability to deliver trusted news to Kiwi 

audiences across multiple platforms. 

 See the promo here 

OVERVIEW: A MOMENT IN HISTORY

ELECTION NIGHT
Watch live at nzherald.co.nz or listen on Newstalk ZB or iHeartRadio

LIVE RESULTS AND IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS
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Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern

Opposition leader Judith Collins

http://bcboltnzmenzh-a.akamaihd.net/media/v1/pmp4/static/clear/1308227299001/03377dd2-708f-45f8-894c-39b25c350a74/857df6a7-a7d8-42f8-ae61-d2a4e209eddb/main.mp4?akamai_token=exp=1614265624~acl=/media/v1/pmp4/static/clear/1308227299001/03377dd2-708f-45f8-894c-39b25c350a74/857df6a7-a7d8-42f8-ae61-d2a4e209eddb/main.mp4*~hmac=67061c89884fcf7221f2ac3d99d3d55c8033767c3e30bd8584e24be13dd84d86


It was one of the most important elections in New Zealand's history. Our election 

night coverage was able to reach more New Zealanders than ever before through 

the combined reach of our two most trusted news brands in a first-ever live simulcast 

co-production. We were taking on the traditional television network news stations in a 

new multi-platform, digital space. No other media company could offer this portfolio 

of platforms: Digital, audio, print and social - with an uninterrupted 5-hour live video 

production front and centre.

OBJECTIVES: COMBINING BROADCAST  
AND RADIO

Heather du Plessis-Allan at the newsroom set

Mike Hosking and panel in the Newstalk ZB studio



Our intention, by streaming live from a special Election Night ‘hub’ set in the heart of the 

new NZ Herald and Newstalk ZB newsroom, was for our audience to feel like they were 

part of the action. Broadcaster Heather du Plessis-Allan hosted a rotating panel of NZ's best 

political journalists, experts and analysts. Metres away our ZB radio studio housed Newstalk 

ZB’s Political Editor Barry Soper, veteran broadcaster Mike Hosking and expert panellists. 

All counted, our Election Night Special spanned an impressive eight live locations. Among 

those, reporter Will Trafford, using our in-house interactive graphic on a large touch screen, 

provided insight into election results as they rolled in. Later, Will and camera moved through 

the newsroom providing an exclusive, behind the scenes look into the coverage of a major 

political event by a committed and professional news team. 

Watch highlights from the broadcast here

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZHv3i-88O30


Live crosses from the studio to our political journalists stationed at all the major 

parties' headquarters rounded out our coverage, providing the most up-to-date 

developments and interviews on location throughout the evening.      

It wasn’t all smooth sailing however. Combining live radio (interspersed with advertising 

spots) and an uninterrupted live, multi-location, video stream presented a series of 

technical challenges to be overcome. Essentially, we were producing a network news 

television broadcast without the conventional live broadcast equipment afforded to 

the big networks. Our small and dedicated team, however, overcame each obstacle, 

working passionately, purposefully and precisely throughout.

OBJECTIVES: UP-TO-THE-SECOND COVERAGE



The power of NZME and our 'one newsroom' approach was illustrated vividly on New 

Zealand's historic general election night in October.

This combined approach resonated with our audience, with almost 2 million people 

poring over the analysis on NZ Herald's website and app, and hundreds of thousands 

tuning into Newstalk ZB. In total, our election coverage on nzherald.co.nz drew a 

staggering 7.2 million views on Saturday and another 7.9 million on Sunday. The 

video livestream had almost 500,000 views across nzherald.co.nz, newstalkzb.co.nz 

and our social channels, with another 90,000 eyes cast over the cut down Election 

Night Highlights VOD asset uploaded to social later. 

Data sources: Brightcove, Nielsen DCR & Google Analytics

RESULTS: A HUGE AUDIENCE



Almost 45,000 of our views over social that evening came through YouTube, who, 

prior to Election Night had made contact with us directly with an opportunity to 

place our livestream on the YouTube NZ homepage within an ‘Election Coverage’ 

box, in a bid to promote authoritative news content for the NZ elections and break 

the transmission of fake news. 

The live video component of our cross-platform election coverage over the eight 

weeks leading up to October 17 amassed over 1.8 million views. The 13 live video 

productions consisted of 2 referenda debates, 3 ‘leader’s breakfasts’, 5 panel 

discussions on different topics each week and 3 one-on-one interviews with leaders 

from the minor political parties, which was followed by an interactive ‘Ask Me 

Anything’ style session for our audience.

Watch the full Election Night special here

Data source: Brightcove

RESULTS: NEWS YOU CAN TRUST

Jacinda Ardern and Mike Hosking in the studio for the Leader’s Breakfast

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=77jXxR7AagY

